CONSOLIDATED TEXT
OF THE
GENEVA, ANNEXY AND TORQUAY SCHEDULES

Addendum

The timetable laid down by the Contracting Parties at the Fifth Session (GATT/CP.5/45) required the distribution of draft consolidated texts of all schedules not later than 20 June in order that they might be examined and checked by officials of other governments - and remarks, corrections, etc. exchanged - before the beginning of the Sixth Session in September.

According to advices received by the Secretariat by 30 June 1951, draft consolidated texts have been circulated to contracting parties by the following governments:

- Ceylon - Schedule V
- France - Schedule XI
- India - Schedule XII
- Norway - Schedule XIV
- S. Rhodesia - Schedule XVI
- U. S. Africa - Schedule XVIII
- United Kingdom - Schedule XIX
- Denmark - Schedule XXII
- Dominican Republic - Schedule XXIII
- Finland - Schedule XXIV
- Germany - Schedule XXXIII

In addition the Secretariat has been advised by the following governments that their consolidated schedules are being prepared and will be distributed in the near future:

- Italy
- United States

Change of address for despatch of consolidated texts:

- Germany: Dr. F. Eichhorn, Bundesministerium fuer Wirtschaft, Bonn 11.